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OUR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
At Wally and Whiz our main focus is the extraordinary tasting experience. 
Our gourmet winegums are always build up in two complimentary layers: 
The inner winegum and the outer coating. The flavour combination of the 
two layers are carefully selected to challenge your tastebuds in an 
innovative way, and thereby creating a sweet and exclusive tasting experience. 

SIGNATURE
In our Signature editions we work with some of the worlds most 
talented Michelin Star Chefs in the development of new flavours. The 
profit from our Signature edition goes to charity. The profits from this year’s 
Signature Edition, which we have made in collaboration with Claus 
Henriksen from Dragsholm Slot, supports Children’s Welfare (Børns Vilkår).

This catalogue presents our range for 2021 and is composed of our classic best sellers and new exciting 
products and flavours. We will separately send out catalogues for the seasons:

LOVE, EASTER, SUMMER, CHRISTMAS and NEW YEAR.



CUBES
Our Danish produced gourmet 
winegums are made from 100% 
natural berries, fruits and roots. 
They are vegan (without animal 
additives) and glutenfree, which 
means that the whole world 
will be able to enjoy them. Our 
main focuses are high quality 
and exciting and delicious 
experiences for your tastebuds. 
Our classic cube comes in a 
wide selection of combinations 
and they each contain 140g of 
delicious gourmet winegums.

FLAVOUR ASSORTMENT 2021:

• Blackcurrant with Strawberry
• Blackcurrant with Salty 

Liquorice
• Mango with Passionfruit 
• Mango with Raspberry
• Lime with Sour Lemon
• Elderflower with Ginger
• Elderflower with Blueberry
• Pink Grape with Apricot
• Peach with Bergamot 
• Liquorice with Coffee 
• Liquorice with Sea Buckthorn
• Liquorice with Salty Liquorice
• Signature #5: Peach with 

Bronze Fennel

RRP Cube: 7,80 Euro



HIGHCUBES
Our delicious Highcube-
Giftboxes comes in three 
different varieties. There is always 
one for every occasion. 

CONGRATULATIONS
Contains two cubes of 140g:
• Mango with Raspberry
• Liquorice with Sea Buckthorn

DENMARK
Contains three cubes of 140g:
• Blackcurrant with Strawberry
• Mango with Passionfruit
• Apple with Yuzu

BLACK BOX
Contains three cubes of 140g:
• Liquorice with Lime
• Liquorice with Sea Buckthorn
• Liquorice with Salty Liquorice

RRP Congratulations: 15 Euro
RRP Denmark: 22 Euro
RRP Black Box: 22 Euro



CUTOUTS
Our beautiful cutout giftboxes 
comes with an exclusive laser-
cut pattern. They are ideal for 
the unique hostess gift or when 
you need a little something extra 
for the table at home. You get 
presented with a wide selection 
of exciting and sweet tasting 
experiences. 

5x3 CUTOUT 
You get 5 different flavour 
combinations with 3 flowpacks 
of each flavour. You get 15 
flowpacks in total and 165g of 
delicious gourmet winegums. 

9x3 CUTOUT
You get 9 different flavour 
combinations with 3 flowpacks 
of each flavour. You get 27 
flowpacks in total and 297g of 
delicious gourmet winegums. 

RRP 5x3 Cutout: 16 Euro
RRP 9x3 Cutout: 25 Euro



FLOWPACKS
Our flowpacks are the ideal 
introduction into Wally and Whiz’ 
exclusive flavour universe. In 
addition, they are suitable for all 
festive occasions, whether it is for 
the wedding, the summer party, 
the company event or the cozy 
dinner. Only your imagination 
sets the boundaries. 

Our flowpacks contains 11g of 
gourmet winegums (signature 
edition 7g) and are available with 
all of our flavour combinations 
and in many colours (for selection 
go to page 5).

RRP Flowpacks: 0,80 Euro



FLOWPACK
JARS
Our flowpack jars are colorful 
and beautiful and makes perfect 
for presentation and sale in your 
store, for festive occasions, as 
meeting catering etc. Choose 
between all of our flavor 
combinations or an assorted mix 
(for selection go to page 5). Our 
Jars comes in two sizes:

JAR w/ 125 FLOWPACKS
Contains approximately 125 
flowpacks and 1.375g delicious 
gourmet winegum.

JAR w/ 40 FLOWPACKS
Contains approximately 40 
flowpacks and 440g of delicious 
gourmet winegum.

RRP Big Jar (125 pcs): 100 Euro
RRP Small Jar (40 pcs): 32 Euro



FORGET EVERYTHING YOU KNEW ABOUT WINEGUMS!

Wally and Whiz is the story about careful danish craftsmanship
and a love for winegums.

In 2015, in a small apartment in the heart of Copenhagen, Kristian Them Hansen
set out to reinvent the classical winegums with a desire to create a delicious,

uncompromising tasting experience.

This journey has resulted in a vegan, glutenfree premium range of the highest
quality winegums made from 100% natural fruits, roots and berries.

Due to careful attention to details and a relentless approach to quality, Wally and Whiz
is today enjoyed by gourmands and winegum lovers around the world.

Kristian Them Hansen / Founder & Winegum Enthusiast

Kontakt
Wally and Whiz ApS, Walgerholm 9, DK-3500 Værløse, Denmark.

E-Mail: info@wallyandwhiz.com / Tel.: +45 60266249 / VAT-no.: DK36505060


